**Dew's heavy in Oregon**

In a recent edition of The Florida Green, you carried an article by Tom Mascaro entitled "Dew is not Dew." It was since re-published in the Carolinas Newsletter.

Since we live in an area of heavy dew, I am sure that the article would be of interest to many of the readers of the OGCBA Newsletter. Could we have permission to reprint the article or would this have to be obtained from Tom Mascaro?

I have long intended to write you and congratulate you on your fine publication. Since we have nowhere near the courses or advertisers that you have in your area, we do the best we can with our limited resources.

Dick Malpass, Executive Director
Oregon GCSA
Vancouver, Wash.

---

**We all share the pride**

Congratulations to you and the Florida Green for the best cover award in the GCSAA contest. Your continued excellence in this area makes all of us in Florida very proud to be a part of such a great association and have such a great champion in the magazine field representing us. Many thanks for all your efforts.

-Bob Sanderson
Del Tura CC
North Fort Myers

---

**Articles have broad applications**

One of the good things about a magazine like The Florida Green is that ideas presented in articles do not necessarily apply only to the particular subject matter.

Mike Bailey's "Run for your Life"

---

**about good lightning design for golf course rain shelters and restrooms opened my eyes to problems in an entirely different application. We are reconstructing a shower house near the ocean at our Beach Club. Mike's recommendations caused me to review and change the entire design!**

I used about 10 of his 24 recommendations and I think our members will now be better protected when they leave the ocean to shower off.

The message is: "Don't skip articles because you don't think they pertain to you."

All good ideas are useful somewhere.

-Bob McGarvey
Palm Beach Biltmore

---

**Mosquito and Fly Control is easier than you think!**

**with the all-electric, ultra-quiet Whispermist—10 ULV Sprayer**

Mount one in minutes on just about anything with wheels. Decimate mosquitoes, gnats, and flies at the rate of 3 to 6 acres per minute, with only 1/2 ounce of insecticide per acre! Works quietly and efficiently from a 12 volt battery — forget about gasoline, oil, and obnoxious noise and fog. Beecomist even provides insecticides, training and free technical support. There is no easier, more effective, more agreeable way to quickly control biting insects on a golf course, campground, park, resort, or other large outdoor area. Call us TOLL-FREE at 1-800-548-0787 for more information and a free subscription to our informative newsletter on flying insect control.

Beecomist Systems
31 Meetinghouse Rd. • Telford, PA 18969 • (215) 721-9424
It’s a matter of fairness, humility, and dedication to serving the members

It was one of the nicest birthday presents I have ever received.

Just a few hours after my biorrhymes began their 48th annual cycle, your board of directors voted to award my company, Janlark Communications Inc., a contract to publish your magazine beginning next year. The action taken by your board amounted to an overwhelming personal vote of confidence.

My first prayer, then, is that I might never violate that trust you have placed in me. As we grow together, I hope none of us ever forgets that the FGCSA and Janlark began their relationship because some real people genuinely liked and trusted one another.

The second prayer is that I might never forget that The Florida Green is your magazine. If your magazine doesn’t serve you and your association, it will be time to look for a different publisher.

During the five months of discussions that led up to the board meeting of May 21, some of the most difficult moments occurred as we tried to decide whether the magazine’s primary function is education or public relations.

The magazine can serve both roles, but one must take precedence. Is it a public relations tool that educates its members? Or should it be a good educational tool that reaps public relations benefits?

We finally settled on the latter.

Also coming under scrutiny was the matter of geography.

Some think the magazine has been biased towards South Florida.

As a 15-year observer of the Florida golfing scene, I estimate that at least a third of all the state’s golf activity takes place in the three Gold Coast counties. When you consider that Southwest Florida is the fastest-growing golf area in the nation (according to the National Golf Foundation), any golf publication in Florida is going to appear slanted towards the South.

However, the situation has been aggravated because your publication has been produced by members who live in South Florida and depend on help from their colleagues.

The arms easiest to twist are those within reach.

Under the new arrangement, your magazine will be produced by a full-time professional staff that will be expected to cover the whole state... from the center of the state.

Hopefully, superintendents will continue to form the backbone of the reporting staff but no arms will be twisted.

The most important aspect of the publishing agreement, and one which required no negotiating, is the issue of control. It’s your magazine. Your association must control it.

The mechanics of exercising that control are much too involved to discuss here, but, in summary, all policies — everything from advertising rates to suitable story ideas — will be set by the publications committee. Every major story will be approved by a superintendent-editor before it is written and every word will be approved by that same editor or his assistants before it is set into type.

This joint venture may not be profitable for anybody but the telephone company and manufacturers of fax paper.

Speaking of profits, our agreement assures income to the FGCSA right off the top. You get a percentage of the gross revenue roughly equivalent to what had been turned over to the association in previous years. It’s up to me to try to make a profit out of what’s left.

Finally, I must say a few words about Dan and Irene Jones, who have written The Florida Green’s 15-year success story.

The enormity of their accomplishment is staggering.

Dan and Irene have succeeded where experienced publishers have failed because Dan and Irene have been dedicated to serving this profession. They have done things the hard way, the long way, the complicated way and sometimes the inefficient way, all because no one had shown them the professional shortcuts. And who would like to argue with the awards they have earned for the FGCSA? Not I.

When I can hang some agronomy awards next to the journalism hardware on my wall, I will be able to stand in their league. In the meantime, I intend to follow their formula: fairness, humility and dedication to service.